After the closure of last night’s debate was called to recess, the Special Political committee tabled the resolution that was the main topic of last night’s debate and moved on to the topic of nuclear proliferation. With high hopes in her resolution being the issue of debate, the delegate from Lebanon was a huge supporter of getting things done in an efficient manner. Unfortunately for her and for the rest of the committee, the morning did not go as quickly as everyone hoped. After deciding the topic of debate would be the resolution on nuclear proliferation written by the United States, the delegation went to work on what would prove to be a very difficult amendment to pass. After eight amendments and division of the question, which would ultimately strike only one preamble clause, the committee decided the resolution was passable. This was an extremely tedious process, as the chair wanted to ensure proper execution of procedure. While most of the delegates used time and procedure wisely, some delegates could do to look over their definition of decorum. With little time before lunch, the delegation began discussion on which resolution to discuss for the topics of social unrest and technology. Hopefully, the time after lunch will bring a lighter mood to the delegation and a much more productive session.